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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome back, Redhawks. It’s been
a few.
For those ofyou who don’t know, we
are The Spectator—Seattle University’s
student-run campus newspaper since
1933.
As a journalist and Seattle U
student, I cannot help but notice that
readers are becoming more engaged,
educated and aware about injustices
felt on a cultural, social, political and
institutional level every day. You, dear
readers, are asking harder questions,
demanding more nuanced reporting
and engaging yourselves civically to
the fullest extent—and I could not
be more excited to tackle these issues
with you.
Last year brought an abundance
of both good and tragic stories.
We followed international events
such riots in Ferguson, MO, the
THE SUMMER IN REVIEW
Jason Bono
Managing Editor & News Editor
REFUGEE AND IMMIGRANT CRISES-
From Europe to South Asia, nations handled
difficult questions as war as well as environmental
refugees seek to escape unlivable conditions.
In France, the port city of Calais was filled with
migrants who sought to move into Great Britain.
Those supporting the migrants pointed to strict
French citizenship laws, yet others pointed to
the strain migrants have put on urban centers
like London. In South Asia the Rohingya ethnic
group still live in the margins, as they manage an
unsteady peace with local populations in countries
like Myanmar. In the United States, statements
from presidential hopefuls and the pope sparked
new questions about the role of those moving into
the country legally or otherwise.
continued rise of the Islamic State
and the Charlie Hebdo massacre. All
events compelling, complicated and
that resonated with us for different
reasons. We also brought you local and
on-campus news such as proposed
mergers of departments on campus,
adjunct faculty protests and debates
about rent control, which you can
read more about on pg. 9.
More recently, we rejoiced over
the Supreme Court’s decision to
legalize gay marriage, watched the
sometimes infuriating and sometimes
entertaining 2016 election campaign
and mourned the aurora bridge crash
that happened last week.
Continuing our efforts from last
year, we pledge to focus on accuracy,
thoroughness and fair coverage.
And through the—unfortunately
inevitable—tough times, we will try
2016 ELECTION CAMPAIGN—
Debates, controversy, and political upset made
headlines as the2016 presidential candidatesvied for
support from their respective parties. Two debates
for the GOP showed Donald Trump gaining most
of the limelight for his straightforward approach
and controversial opinions on immigration and
foreign policy. The 69-year-old real estate developer
faces competition with notable neurosurgeon Ben
Carson and former Hewlett-Packard CEO Carly
Fiorina. The Democratic Party saw dark horse
candidate and socialist Bernie Sanders begin to
take the lead over formerSecretary of State Hillary
Clinton.
to provide clarity and won’t forget to
continue sharing the good stories too.
Returning readers might notice
some changes in the paper this year.
On pg. 10 where there was previously
Sudoku, will now be the location of
a weekly comic related to Seattle U
experiences. In the place of Campus
Voice, previously on pg. 22 will be
a community corner dedicated to
sharing student-submittedphotos and
other creative content.
We have streamlined our processes,
and throughout this year we will
continue to educate and train
ourselves to improve content. After
all, our work and stories are tailored
to you. We are a public forum that
reflects the concerns and personalities
of our school. This year especially we
hope to lift up marginalized voices
and do justice to you. So if you don’t
SEATTLE TEACHERS STRIKE-
Months of negotiations, two weeks of striking and
a day of final discussions came to a close when an
agreement was reached between theSeattle teachers
and the district on a new contract just last week.
Classes were delayed for several days as teachers
took to the streets, protesting for further focus on
students, just compensation and better resources.
The new contract extends the school day, gives
raises to teachers and, among other things, creates
a new testing committee. Teacher unions now turn
to Olympia, where the legislature has been unable
to agree on a budget for public schooling.
feel represented, send your comments,
suggestions and concerns to me at
editor@su-spectator.com.
With the 2016 presidential elections,
increased debates over Planned
Parenthood, and inevitable changes to
our school, we’re sure to have lots to
report back to you.
Follow us on Facebook and
Instagram for updates and Twitter for
live tweeting and event coverage.
In the meantime, turn to pg. 12 to
discover the best bars and eateries on
Capitol Hill so we can raise a collective
glass to the informed opinion, more
good news and a productive academic
year.
-MelissaLin, Editor in Chief
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PLANNED PARENTHOOD-
This summer saw increased debate over Planned
Parenthood, as votes on public funding for the
organization took place in Congress. After the
release ofcontroversial videos in July, which some
claim prove that organs from aborted fetuses were
being sold to biological companies for profit.
A vote to defund the nonprofit in the US senate
failed to pass after a 53 to 46 vote in August.
These events follow the late June Supreme Court
decision to block restrictive clinic rules in Texas.
ARCTIC DRiLtlNG-
In mid-August the Obama administration moved
to formalize Royal Dutch Shells permit to drill
for oil in the Arctic. This comes after months of
protest in Seattle, Pordand, Bellingham and many
others against the oil giants plans to extend their
drilling efforts. Critics ofthe decision point to the
massive negative impacts to the environment and
local Alaskan communities if the oil rig was to
fail. Supporters of arctic drilling say that the new
project will not only lower gas prices, but decrease
dependence on foreign oil. Yet, just last week the oil
giant stated that it will immediately stop all plans to
drill in the Arctic for the foreseeable future.
TOBACCO FREE SEATTLE U-
After several years of discussion and a vote earlier
this year, Seattle University is now officially
tobacco free. The use of most tobacco products is
now prohibited on all university owned, leased or
managed property. Smoking is allowed off campus,
including on public sidewalks and 25 feet from any
building entrance. Though chew, cigarettes and all
smoke-based tobacco products cannot be used,
patches, gums and other FDA-approved tobacco
cessation products are allowed.
MARRIAGE EQUALITY-
The Supreme Court made history on June 26 when
they ruled by a 5-to-4 vote that the Constitution
guarantees a right to same-sex marriage. Polls in
June indicated that the majority of the American
public - about 60 percent — was in favor of the
nationwide legalization. Before the ruling, 13 states
had continued toban same sex-marriage. President
Obama said on the topic, “Today we can say, in no
uncertain terms, that we have made our union a
little more perfect.”
SEATTLE RENT CONTROL DEBATE-
With the incredible increase ofrents in the greater
Seattle area, City Council continued to debate
what response to take. Councilmembers Kshama
Sawant and Nick Licata lead the movement for
rent control, arguing that the city needs a tool to
combat what they see as unjust raises and a lack
of affordable housing. Grassroots campaigning
earlier this year and a massive town hall meeting
in June created a citywide movement. Those in
favor of rent control seek to overturn a 1981 law
that bans the city from raising rents. An 8 to 1
resolution passed on September 21, will urge
Olympia to grant Seattle the right to regulate rent.
Further bills have been passed that require 60
days’ notice for intent to sell, and an increase to
90 days’ notice for certain evictions.
BLACK LIVES MAHER SEATTLE-
On August 8, Black Lives Matter Seattle chapter
co-founders Marissa Janae Johnson and Mara
Jacqueline Willaford interrupted a scheduled
speech by presidential candidate Bernie Sanders
in downtown Seattle. The two women called for
four and a half minutes of silence for Michael
Brown, an African American youth whose body
was left for four and a half hours after being killed
by Ferguson police. Though the protest itself
sparked controversywithin the Black Lives Matter
movement as well as across the country, Bernie
Sanders released a proposal for racial justice and
economic equality that some saw as a win for the
activists.
SEATTLE UPARWNG-
Changes made in Seattle University parking and
transportation will carry through this school year.
These changes include a price raise in parking
passes to $255 per quarter, the use of King
County’s ORCA LIFT program,and the continued
subsidization of ORCA cards for student use.
After freezing parking rates for 5 years, the change
reflects rising city rates as well as transport costs
to the institution. Other changes include a new
secure bike rack in the Murphy garage and two
new additions to the Nighthawk fleet.
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WEST COAST WILDFIRES-
On September 22nd, President Barack Obama
officially declared the northern Californian
wildfires a major disaster area. Fires cropped
up from Alaska to Southern Oregon for most of
the summer, yet national attention was seized in
early September when fires in California began
to spread rapidly. Destroying hundreds of miles
worth of forests, homes, and infrastructure, the
fires have forced entire communities to uproot.
Work is still underway to contain the remaining
fires in Lake County.
KIM DAVIS C0NTR0VERSY-
Kim Davis, chief deputy clerk of Rowan County,
Kentucky gained national media attention this
summer when she refused to issue same-sex
marriage licenses to several couples in her county.
Davis cited her religious beliefs as reason to
refuse service, saying she was acting “under God’s
authority.” Four couples who she denied service
to filed a lawsuit (Miller v. Davis), and Davis was
arrested for contempt of court. She was released
five days later and returned to work soon after.
Jason may be reached at
jbono@su-spectator.com
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‘PINK OUT DAY' RALLIES FOR PLANNED PARENTHOOD
SamanthaHighsmith
Staff Writer
The color pink is often associated
with all things feminine. This week,
advocates of Planned Parenthood
donned the color in support of
the organization
The nonprofit healthcare
organization provides its services
throughout the U.S. focused on the
general and reproductive health of
women, men and children from all
walks of life. In recent weeks, some
Republican members of the Senate
have threatened a federal shutdown
unless all government funding to the
organization is stopped.
“As of right now, Planned
Parenthood is largely federally
funded, and there is a large push in
Congress to pull that funding,” said
Seattle UniversitySociety of Feminists
President Mackenzie Reed. “I would
say the defunding threat towards
Planned Parenthood is based largely
on misinformation.”
Many members of the Republican
Party want to cut funding to Planned
Parenthood because the organization
provides abortions at many of its
locations. However, as creative writing
and women and gender studies major
Gabriel Ferri pointed out, abortions
are privately funded.
“Once I found out that Planned
Parenthood does not use federal
funding for abortions, I began to
wonder, ‘Where does that funding
go?’” Ferri said. “I think it’s now time
for us to think critically about where
these resources go, how they affect
communities of color, trans people,
[and so on]. These are questions we
need to raise.”
According to Planned Parenthood’s
online records, the organization’s
services break down as follows: STD/
STI screenings and treatment account
for 35 percent, contraception, another
35 percent, cancer screening and
prevention accounts for 16 percent,
other women’s services make up 10
percent and abortion services account
for roughly 3 percent of Planned
Parenthood services. The remaining
6 NEUS
1 percent is allotted to a category
deemed “other.”
According to various polls,
many Catholic universities have
positive relationships with Planned
Parenthood. According to an
investigative report published in 2015
by The Cardinal Newman Society,
Seattle U employs adjunct faculty
members who have previouslyworked
at Planned Parenthood, and provides
scholarships to students who have
proclaimed themselves Planned
Parenthood activists. Mount Saint
Mary’s University and University
of San Diego, among many other
colleges, were also referenced in
the report.
“I think the biggest thing that would
be relevant to SU students is...the
resources thatPlanned Parenthood can
provide to anyone,” Reed said. “They
are clearly designed for low income—-
that subset of the population—and I
think college students especially can
really gain value from that.”
Kristen Wieliczka, a Seattle U alum
who graduated in 2015 with degrees
in women and gender studies and
political science, supports Planned
Parenthood as well.
“[This issue] is important to
students and young adults because
[Planned Parenthood] is a primary
organization for education about our
health, and it’s especially important to
people who don’t have insurance or
any other options,” Wieliczka said.
Wieliczka and Reed agree that the
services Planned Parenthood offer
are useful for more people than just
students, and in fact are incredibly and
increasingly important to minorities,
people in rural areas and others who
may not have access to a primary
physician.
Reed and Wieliczka are not alone in
recognizing the challenge many people
would face if Planned Parenthood
loses funding. On Tuesday, the
University of Washington hosted
Pink Out Day, a rally in support of
Planned Parenthood.
The Pink Out Day website describes
the event as “Our time to say: Listen to
over a million Americans who are sick
It will be women and men
nationwide standing together to
say: We’re not backing down,
not today, not ever. 99
and tired of the relentless attacks on
reproductive health care. Listen to the
one in five American women who has
received care at a Planned Parenthood
health center.”
According to the webiste, the event
aims to tell anti-abortion extremists
and politicians that advocated are
everywhere and we will not llow the
shut down of the health centers.
“It will be women and men
nationwide standing together to say:
‘We’re not backing down, not today,
not ever,”’ the website said.
Halei Watkins, the Seattle Regional
Field Organizer with Planned
Parenthood Northwest and Hawaii,
hosted the Pink Out event at UW
this past week.
“These [Pink Out] events are
happening in conjunction with what’s
happening in DC,” Watkins said.
Watkins is referring to the delivery
of 2.3 million petition signatures to
Congress, when Cecile Richards—
President of Planned Parenthood—-
testified in front of Congress
on September 29 to protect the
government funding going to Planned
Parenthood.
The final Senate decisions regarding
Planned Parenthood will be made in
the coming days.
“I think that college students use
our services at a pretty big rate,”
Watkins said. “I wouldn’t have
made it through college, probably,
if it weren’t for Planned Parenthood,
and I know that there are many,
many other men and women in that
same boat.”
Samanthamay be reached at
shighsmith@su-spectator.com
FIRST STEP IN ENDING YOUTH INCARCERATION
Nick Turner
Staff Writer
The words “Never lose hope,” written
on a mural next to the King County
Juvenile Detention Center, resonate
now more than ever as members of
the Seattle City Council unanimously
voted to pass Resolution Zero Use
of Detention for Juveniles. This
resolution, written by community
members, marks the possibility of
ending of youth incarceration in
Seattle and establishes city-funded,
community-based programs. The
resolution was inspired by the reality
that juvenile imprisonment can lead
to damaging consequences, many of
which last a lifetime.
“Being in juvy, even if it’s once for
something minor, it follows you,”
said Seattle University student and
volunteerat the King County Juvenile
Detention Center, Jocelyn Foresman.
“They’re still going to have that stigma
of being a bad kid, but if they don’t
have a criminal background, it won’t
prevent them from doing good things
with their life. That’s the biggest
benefit.”
Three organizations within the
city have been advocating for the
past decade to abolish juvenile
incarceration: Ending the Prison
Industrial Complex (EPIC), Youth
Undoing Institutional Racism
(YUIR) and the Seattle branch of the
anti-racism organization European
Dissent. These organizations
envisioned Seattle as a city where,
instead of being sent to detention
centers, troubled youth could be sent
to public programs funded by the city,
organized by locals, and structured
to help them avoid criminal behavior
without leaving their community.
These programs would stop the
incarceration of minors and replace
the correctional facilities that, as of
2014, held more than two thousandof
the city’s youth.
The movement gained traction
in 2012 when City Council voted
overwhelmingly to fund the
replacement of an existing detention
center, and more than $200 million
was poured into the facility. Since
then, organizers have rallied against
juvenile incarceration in the 206
area code by going door to door,
attending City Council hearings,
and voicing their opinions at
community meetings.
“This resolution could be seen
by some as an act of good faith,
that nothing else changes,” Council
Member Mike O’Brien said. “And I
think that’s absolutely right. This is a
very important step today for the city
to take this action, but it by itself does
nothing to change the reality.”
Though the Council’s decision
is an encouraging sign, advocates
know that their struggle against
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR A mural painted outside the entrance of the King County Detention Facility.
youth imprisonment is far from
over. What worries them is that the
measure is non-binding. The city is
not legally mandated to enact it but,
to the organizers and attendees who
have dedicated the last three years of
their lives to this cause, it represents a
moral imperative. The future of youth
imprisonment in Seattle and the U.S.
will be shaped greatly by how the
council members take action in the
following months.
Foresman has encountered the
complexities of working with the
youth detention system. She explained
how weekly counselors get a firsthand
view of the difficulties with these
centers.
“You go in there, once a week,
and talk to one kid,” Foresman said.
“I mean, you’re missing so many
kids...You can’t create a relationship
with them because you only meet
them once and they’re only there
for a week, and when they get out,
you’re not allowed to have any
contact with them.”
She expressed concern over what
happens to youth after they leave
detention centers. For Foresman, the
lack of communication and ability to
check up on them could have negative
effects down the road.
Most of the juveniles Foresman
deals with stay at the facility for
seven to 10 days. This means that,
no matter what led to them to being
SEPTEMBER 30, 2015
held in a detention center in the
first place, they will be back out in
the world, unsupervised, within a
matter of days.
“The kids usually need more than
one service,” Foresman said. “Some of
them need drug and alcohol addiction
counselling, on top of counselling in
general. If they’re homeless, they need
a shelter.”
Jillian Fields-Hirschler, sophomore
social work major and criminal justice
minor, considers the resolution a
welcome change. For Fields-Hirschler,
Seattle is a leader in progressive social
politics. She belives that the justice
system has moved away from its
original intent: rehabilitating people.
“It’s really a system of social
control and oppression that needs
to be reformed,” she said, “There are
members of the community that see
the system is broken. That’s when
important change happens, when
important policy makers understand
how the system is broken.”
Nick may be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
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SGSU: BIGGER AND STRONGER THAN EVER
Vikki Avancena
StaffWriter
Fall quarter brings new members
to student government who seek
to serve the Seattle University
community the best they can. Student
Government at Seattle University
President Mallory Barnes believes this
years representatives to be nothing
short of phenomenal.
“They are astounding individuals
with so many great ideas and very
action oriented,” Barnes said. •
SGSU’s current goals range from
broad picture to more tangible,
individual and group project goals.
Barnes stated that SGSU is seeking to
strengthen its relationship with clubs
and address the student development
divisional reorganization.
“We want students to be a part of
this conversation to see what positive
improvementwe can make to campus,”
Barnes said.
The SGSU office has adopted an
open door policy this year, with
individual members having office
hours in different places around
campus for greater accessibility to
students. Barnes will also be exploring
ways to provide students with more
financial support, such as possibly
subsidizing meal plans or providing
scholarships for volunteer based
positions on campus.
The following is a sneak peek of




What are you most excited to start
working on?
“I’m really excited for the team. We
have a lot of new people and a lot of
returning people too, but we have this
dynamicwhere I know we’ll go to great
heights. Right now we’re challenging
each other to go further and even if
there is stagnancy, we have enough
relationship connections to where we
can push each other to get through
the stagnant points.”
Paul DeWater
Vice President of University Affairs
8 NEWS
What are your goals for the year?
“I think individually, I want to leave
some sort of strong foundation for
not only just SGSU, but for Seattle
University moving forward. I think
student government and really any
student leader position can be hard
because it’s a one year appointment,
so the question becomes: what kind of




What are your goals for the year?
“The only project I really have to
do is the Halfway There Retreat for
the sophomores in spring quarter
of next year. I’ve seen, in the past it’s
sort of been about the free shirt, and
although that’s great, I think that
sophomores need to understandwe’re
getting close to the end. I’m going to
work on ways to change [the retreat]
so that it’s about more.”
CarlosRodriguez
Junior Representative
What challenges will you be facing?
“I think for a lot of departments and
groups on campus it’s trying to get
people involved in some way. Knowing
how to do that is an important piece
because [we] don’t want to ostracize
anyone in that process. We don’t want
to come into this position thinking
[we’re] going to fix it all. We have to
know what the [students] really need.”
Sam Wolff
Senior Representative
What are you most excited to
start working on?
“As someone who has never been
a senior before and has never been
in student government before...it’s
all new to me and I’m really excited
to learn about all of it. Why. I really
ran for this position was to talk
to the students more and to work
with students and administration
to create more comprehensive





What are your goals for the year?
“I want to improve the way that
SGSU’s first meeting
students interact on this campus
when they have a disability, whether
that is when they interact with their
faculty, with disabilities services or
with an administrator. I want to make
sure they have a voice. My largest
concerns stem from faculty not always
knowing how to handle a disability
in their classroom or insensitivity,
or lack of physical access on large
parts of this campus.”
CABINET MEMBERS
Izzy Gardon
External Chief of Staff
What challenges will you be facing?
“I think the challenge we’re facing is
one we’ve always had, which is just
being relevant to students. I think a
lot of students see SGSU as a group
that doesn’t really do anything, like it’s
student government and not anything
official. You don’t have any power. The
truth is we don’t necessarily have a lot
of power, but that doesn’t mean we
don’thave an impact on this campus.”
Leela Sabaratnam
Internal Chiefof Staff
What are your goals for the year?
“I think the biggest goal is to have
support from the student body and
having a positive image on campus
for the students. The representatives
this year are super active on campus
in different organizations, not just
SGSU, so I think that they’re going to




Assistant Director of the Center for
Student Involvement
What challenges will you be facing?
“Personally, I take challenges
as opportunities, and it’s my
opportunity to grow as a person
and a professional. Transparency,
advocacy, understanding the needs of
the students and meeting the students




What are you most excited to
start working on?
“On a personal note, I’ve been out of
school for two years, so I’m starting the
student development administration
program. In the office itself, I’m
really excited to continue to work
very closely with my other graduate
coordinators as well as the assistant
directors and director of the office.”
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com
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CITY COUNCIL ADVOCATES FOR RENT CONTROL
By Jenna Ramsey
Staff Writer
In response to the ever-rising costs of
living in Seattle, City Council passed
a resolution last Monday asking the
state to lift its ban on rent control. It
looks unlikely that the request will be
granted, as there is no support in any
districts outside of the city to get rid of
the statewide ban.
City Council members Kshama
Sawant and Nick Lacata have been
supporting the resolution for months.
Council President Tim Burgess—
who previously said he opposes
introducing rent control to Seattle—
edited the resolution from its original
version, omitting pro-rent-control
language and simply asking for a
lift on the ban.
The resolution states that the ban
should only be lifted or modified if
this can be done “without causing
a negative impact on the quality or
quantity of housing supply.” While
there seems to be a consensus that
rent in the city is too high, whether
or not rent control would help the
situation is debatable.
“With the present economy and
minimum wage, I support rent
control,” said formerSeattle University
student Emma Marmor. “If minimum
wage were to be increased regularly
based on living expenses, then rent
control wouldn’t be necessary.”
In theory, rent control makes it
possible for people who don’t make a
ton ofmoneyto live inbig cities suchas
New York, San Francisco and London
by capping rent increases. But those
who argue against the policy say that
it does not actually help the majority
of renters and that the renters it does
benefit are normally not the ones in
real need of a bargain.
In New York City, for example, most
rent-controlled leases are indefinite so
the first people who move in are rarely
inclined to move out. The availability
of rent-controlled units decreases
and prices everywhere else in the city
begin to rise.
“I guess you could go either way,”
said junior political science major
Megan Rahrig. “Rent control wouldn’t
really change the economy like
minimum wage, but not having rent
control would probably eventually
force the economy to level out to a
point where rent is affordable.”
Students at Seattle U understand
the difficulties of finding an affordable
living situation. With low availability
of housing on campus and few
affordable prospects off-but-near
campus, the house hunting process
can be a nightmare.
“Seattle has this huge affordable
housing crisis going on, but student
housing is not being put into the
equation,” senior graphic design major
Anna Thiel said. “And we are already
indebted, because we’re spending
thousandsof dollars on our tuition.”
Thiel, who moved off campus after
her sophomore year, said she and her
roommate searched for an apartment
for months with no luckbefore finally
signing a lease. In the last four weeks
of the summer before her junior year,
Thiel was living in Xavier Global
House and spending each day looking
for places to live. She said the options
were incredibly limited.
“You’d go to an open house and it
would already be gone,” Thiel said.
“People are signing leases without
even seeing these units because the
availability is so low.”
Though she eventually found a
place close to campus, Thiel noted the
drawbacks of living in Capitol Hill on
a budget - namely that her rent has
increased greatly since she and her
roommate moved in.
“I’m paying a low income rent for an
apartment that’s falling apart,” Thiel
said. “It really makes the environment
that’s supposed to be your home, and
an escape from the stress of school
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and work, really not a good escape.”
Junior humanities for leadership
majorJosephDelos Reyes, a commuter
student, said he is frustrated that the
new units in Capitol Hill are not more
affordable, considering that many
of the neighborhood’s residents are
college students.
“When I’m driving to school, I can’t
help but see the new, shiny buildings
and think, ‘Wow, I would love to live
there,”’ Delos Reyes said.
City Council also approved a few
bills last weektobenefit Seattle renters.
One requires landlords to give tenants
a 90-day notice when they are evicting
a tenant for reasons that are ofno fault
of the tenant. Another requires people
who own affordable rental buildings
to give the city a 60-day notice before
putting the buildings up for sale.
The resolution to lift the ban on
rent control in Washington is now
headed to Olympia, where it will
face opposition with a Republican
held senate.
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Welcome back, Redhawks. We know you’ve
missed us, and Capitol Hill, too. Rediscover
the hill and all its wonders with suggestions
from the Spectator editorial board.
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21. Weumod 925 E PIKE ST, SEATTLE, WA 98122
Neumos is the gold standard of music venues on Capitol Hill.
Great acoustics and a cozy atmosphere make this a great
place to catch a show.
22. Wke fSineetftdh
If you ever crave fish and chips at midnight, you’ll be happy to
know that this lovely little place is a short walk from campus.
The fish tacos are a cheap option that are equally as delish.
23. Caffe 25®8sri005e pikest, SEATTLE, wa98122
Grab yourcaffeinated drink of choice and head up to the
second floor of this place for a quiet study session free of
distraction.
24 Cha Cha'i 1013 E PIKE ST, SEATTLE, WA 98122 *
Worth it if only on dollar beer night. 4 to 7 p.m. on weekdays.
You heard right. Dollar. Beer. Night.
25. Cupcake Vtouale ihieastpikestreet
you just need to pair your coffee with a cupcake.




Broken shower? Art project? Want to build a spear gun? They have
almost everything you need and maybe some things you didn’t know
you needed.
27. Central 141121ST ave. SEATTLE, wa 98122
With old school movies, dining room theatres and wine, this theater
is better than anything downtown. “The Princess Bride,” Seahawk
showings and “The Room”—what more could you want?
28. tittneet (f//eafm 12TH avenue, SEATTLE, wa 98122
This is a small hot dog stand outside of the Chieftain on the weekends.
Get there. Treat yo’ self to a “Seattle Style” hot dog.
1 <\‘un .Kqaon 607 SUMMIT AVENUE EAST
If you're a cocktaiT lover, Sun Liquor is for you. This
local distillery is one of a few that also feature a bar
and restaurant. Give the “El Diablo” a try.
02. ffai that235 BROADWAY EAST
Stop by Jai Thai Wednesdays at 8 p.m. to listen
to some great slam poetry. Entrance is $3, but the
artistry is priceless!
113 BROADWAY E The perfect place to replace that d20
you angrily rolled off the table and into the abyss
under your couch.
04. Wontana 1506 e olive way, SEATTLE, wa 98122
A slice of the midwest in the middle of Seattle. Grab a moscow mule
and a beer—-or four—at this home away from home.
0 5 Cal flndemon *Pank 163511TH AVENUE
Bring a friend and a picnic to study, or—if you are so inclined—to
people watch.
06. 1heVine MELROSE avenue, SEATTLE, WA98122
This former morgue turned bar features exotic, hard to find craft beer
from all over the world. Taps are rotating constantly, so there is sure
to be something for everyone.
07 Viefrota Coffee Ttoaatend 310 east pike
A relaxing study space with lots of natural light. And the coffee
is delicious.
08. liWOetm E PIKE ST, SEATTLE, WA 98122
Whetheryou go for the noodles or the parfaits, you’ll be sure to find




This theater shows a great mix of new releases, independent films,
documentaries and restored classics. On select Friday and Saturday
nights they have movies at midnight, including monthly screenings of
“Rocky Horror Picture Show”.
10
.
fflofi BROADWAY, SEATTLE, WA 98122
With student specials and takeout to boot, this Indian restaurant is
one of the best kept secrets on broadway.
11. 8Uiott<Bag (Book Co. 152110TH AVE
Heaven on Earth for anyone who enjoys browsing through books.
Well-knbwn authors frequently come by to read excerpts and talk
about their work, most of the time for free.
12. Comet Hwenn 922 e pikest, SEATTLE, wa 98122
With pitchers of beer starting at just $4 during happy hour, this
is a great place to save a little coin. Happy hour starts at 4 p.m.
You’re welcome.
13. Boengdag Wadies iothave,SEATTLE,wa 98122
This is an awesome used record and CD shop just off of Pine
Street. It’s a great place to pick up cheap vinyl records for gifts or
to sell old CDs to make a quick buck.
14. ffaneho (Beano 1001 east pine street
This spot is where college memories--the bizarre and hazy kind—are
made. Even if you don’t remember your night, you’ll remember the
tacos and horchata.
15 Value WUage 152511TH AVE, SEATTLE, WA 98122
It’s always sweet to save money and Value Village will help you do
just that. You might get lost in this world of affordable decor and
clothes, but it’ll be worth it.
16 'Ho 'Parking"Vintage fftone
1102 E Pike St From taxidermy bats to vintage postcards, this tiny
vintage store has everything an antique hunter could want. Check
out their $5 table for all the best deals from the 60s.
17. IHomgfan 12TH AVE, SEATTLE, WA 98122
Features some of the best sushi the hill has to offer. With two happy
hours every day starting at 4 p.m. and again at 10 p.m., what more do
you need?
18. tfaladi(Bpoa 517 E PIKE ST, SEATTLE; WA 98122
The best alaskan coffee in Seattle, the best playlist in Seattle,
some of the best people in Seattle. Pull up a stool, a hot mocha
and chill.
19. Voneg Hotels E pike st, SEATTLE, wa 98122




Vodtok 1416 HARVARD AVE, SEATTLE, WA 98122
Prepare to crave dumplingsfor days! Take a friend down Broadway
and enjoy inexpensive Russian-Ukrainian comfort food.
29
. Vhf/e fltdTHudPtun^mmt
This little museum is a great spot to go get your culture on for an
hour or two without the intention of drinking or going to class.
30. Tied JPpUiiqe 1212 E JEFFERSON ST, SEATTLE, WA 98122
Visit this quaint Mediterranean restaurant for some great food, but
stop by on the last Friday of the month aroung 8 p.m. and you will
find a great head-to-head poetry match.
31. fflpoadeaAt Poflfo 1918 east yes.fr way
This coffee shop is quiet, away from campus, and near a beautiful
park. Grab your books and get ready to study.
32. Chee/jM 1700 S JACKSON ST, SEATTLE, WA 98144
Arguably the quirfet cafe in Seattle, this Korean-American fusion
restaurant serves up great food that is budget friendly. Try the
Cheeky burger or the Okonomiyaki.
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GENIUS ABOUNDS AT THE FRYE AS EXHIBIT OPENS
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
I’m sure you’ve passed by the
Frye Museum—maybe on your way
downtown—orperhapsyou’ve actually
gone in and sampled the eclectic mix
of art. While small, the Frye has been
voted as thebest museum in Seattle, as
well as one of the best free museums
in the country—and they aren’t letting
that success get to them. Over the next
16 weeks, the Frye will play host to an
ambitious new exhibit titled; Genius /
21st Century / Seattle.
Boasting over 65 artists from
every discipline of the arts including
filmmakers, painters, writers, dancers,
photographers and many others, the
exhibit is unlike anything before it.
Over its four months in circulation,
each month, dayand even hour will be
completely different. There is nothing
static about this exhibit—it is in
constant evolution, always changing,
even before your eyes.
Forty events will occur during this
time, some of them unrehearsed.
One installation in particular shows
several circular tubes made of
cords hanging from the ceiling with
dancers projected onto them. The
artists, Zoe Scofield and Juniper
Shuey, will actually perform the
routines from memory,* something
that makes Scofield “very nervous.”
The installation plays with the idea of
memory, nostalgia and “What is tied
up in the memory of physical, sensual
experiences.” Their dance will show
the difficulty of evolving, allowing
change to occur. Scofield and Shuey
will perform four live routines over the
duration of the exhibit but they will
also hold impromptu performances.
Jo-Anne Birnie Danzker, who is
both the director of the Frye, and a co-
curator of Genius 21 along with Erika
Dalya Massaquoi, feels that the exhibit
is not only a platform for presenting
art but “A project in itself.” The exhibit
caters to Seattle artists—including
Sherman Alexie, whose writings
punctuate the walls throughout the
gallery—but it is also for all of its
citizens.
Massaquoi goes more in depth
with the challenges and aspirations
of the project. It isn’t just another
art gallery to walk through and look
at the paintings; it is one that is fully
“immersive.” She wants attendees to
“feel what’s happening.” Full viewer
immersion is helped by numerous
timely themes that are packed into
the artwork such as climate change,
rapid commercialization and racial
equality. But Massaquoi doesn’t just
want to portray these themes, she
wants to “take risks and advance
the issues.” The pieces serve as
conversation starters.
One exhibit is a film that, according
to artist C. Davida Ingram, shows
the “subjectivity and narrative
conventions through nonlinear
storytelling and the ersatz interviews
with artist Fanon Brown and art critic
Decca Jones, along with a dreamseape
ofblack female subjectivity ascending
unfettered.” It addresses the issue of
racial inequality through art.
Over the past couple of decades,
Seattle has undergone significant
changes in social and political issues,
as well as an ever-growing range of
cultural expressions. That is why
Massaquoi and Danzker thought
that now was the time for the exhibit.
Massaquoi explains that, ‘ “Genius
provides a huge platform for artists
to be loud,” and many of the works
represent powerful, unique ways to
tackle some of the hotbed issues that
affect both Seattle and the rest of
the world.
It is appropriate that the very first
thing viewers see in the exhibit is
a time-lapse video shot over four
months out ofa window in downtown
Seattle by Victoria Haven. The camera
does not move, but instead shows the
movement of the city—its constant
growth upwards and outwards. By
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“Genius /21st Century / Seattle” will be on display at the Frye from Sept. 26
through Jan. 10th.
showing us the physical growth of
the city upfront we are able to see
less of the physical changes in the art,
more of what the city, and what change
means to them personally through
free-flowing arts and a revolving
gallery of pieces.
This exhibit aims to start difficult
conversations and shine a light on
contemporary life, both in Seattle and
abroad. Genius 21 opens on Saturday
September 26, and will run until
January 10.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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STUDENTS KEEP ON FALLING FOR FALL FASHION
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
Trying to pin down exactly what
the fall fashion trends are this coming
school year is a particularly daunting
task when everyone is, for lack of
better term, different.
Seasonal fashion is like philosophy
class in the sense that it is what you
make it and interpret it to be. What
drives us to make the style choices we
do, besides the fast-approaching cold
weather, is uniquely individualistic
and borrowed all at once.
“I’m from Arizona and this weather
is definitely impacting my wardrobe,”
freshman Melissa Bernardo said. “My
current autumn trend is warmth.”
While the fashion world is ever
evolving, there are some recurring
styles that always seem to be a staple
when the leaves start to change color.
The tried and true flannel is a crowd
pleaser with the Seattle University
student body, along with the ever-
present comfy-cute’ style, ever
accompanying the unbearable drop
in temperature.
“I get a lot of my inspiration from
the things that I see. I have a very
flowy style,” junior Ali Campbell said.
“I don’t like to wear anything that’s too
tight. I want to feel very comfortable,
but still represent and express myself
in the way that I dress.”
Knit sweaters, beanies and
scarves galore are bound to make a
reappearance. The wonderful thing
about sensible fashion choices is that
conserving body heat never does go
out of style.
Then you have the opposite side
of the spectrum, where deep, bold
colors—in lipstick shades and
statement coats—permeate campus.
Edgy combat boots and leather have
just as much bite to them.
“Dark colors are slimming, so half
of my closet is black,” junior Craig
Jaffe said. “I’ve got to look good for
all of those creeper snapchats that I’m
likely in the background of!”
World renowned fashion magazines
like Elle and Vogue are praising floor
length styles, whether that be pantsuits
or slip dresses. Adding touches of
fur, or drawing upon Neo-Victorian
influences is also what the fashion
gurus at those magazines expect to be
big this season.
Clothing chains like Forever 21
and Express are pushing for the black
and white trend, with simple, put-
together styles that are glammed up
with accessories.
“If I ever feel stuck in a rut on what
to wear, I just throw on whatever and
try to pick one aspect of my outfit to
focus on,” freshman Katie Hancock
said. “Thatway there’s at least one part
of my outfit that makes me feel good
about myself”
Other stores like H&M are taking
a rather different approach to fall
fashion this year. After recently
casting a hijab-wearing model in their
latest campaign, a twist on what is
conventionally advertised as beautiful
is already making waves.
H&M is advertising fashion trends
that break the so-called ‘mold’ of
society, advocating for a style that
is entirely your own, whether that
means gender-bending outfits, or
wearing what you want regardless of
age, or race.
Going against ‘industry standards’
and the face of what is usually
advertised is ever-growing in
popularity as fueled by companies
like H&M.
“Many people see fashion as
something trivial or superficial,”
freshman Imani Damodaran said.
“I see it as a way of really expressing
who I am. What I wear feels like
an extension of myself that the
world can see.”
The purpose can be to solely look
good for yourself or others but
oftentimes what you wear can be
a testament to your culture, your
upbringing, or political and social
beliefs. Adding deeper meaning to
this season’s fashion is continuously
coming back into style through
various advertisements and articles
in the media.
Whether you shop at upscale
boutiques, or peruse the local thrift
shops around Seattle U’s campus, the
avenues and opportunities to express
yourself through what you wear
are endless.
“What I love about being at Seattle
U is that no one cares what you wear,”
sophomore Dale Tran said. “You can
do you, and it’s awesome because you
think it’s awesome.”
The norm that seems to ring true
this fall is that there really is no set
‘norm.’ Let the new trendbe whatever
trend you want it to be. From
mismatched patterns, or plain, average
clothing, to the tried but true denim
on denim ensemble, everything, and
anything, is welcome.
Vikki can be reached at
vavencena@su-spectator.com
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Xander Kipp, Frances Flinn, and Nicole Amdahl seated outside the library
September 30, 2015
NicoleAmdahl, XanderKipp and Fran-
ces Flinn walking in the quad.
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With walls ornamented in panels
made from pallets, Nate’s Wings and
Waffles has an atmosphere that is
most accurately described as homey
and contemporary. Setting foot in
Nate’s isakin to hanging out in your
DIY-obsessed best friend’s urban
backyard. That is, if your friend
also happens to be a greatcook and
connoisseur ofsauces.
Located conveniently on the
corner of 13th Ave. and Jefferson,
Nate’s Wings and Waffles has
taken over the spot that many
upperclassmen may fondly
remember as the old Ambassel
Ethiopian Restaurant or, “the bar
that doesn’t card”. Now, however,
they do card and if you arrive with
a valid ID, Nate’s fully stocked bar,
kitchen and friendly staff are at
your service.
Nates Wings and Waffles is co-
owned by Seattleites Nate Robinson,
Darren McGill and Andrea Israel.
Robinson is a former University
of Washington student and NBA
basketball star. Robinson is most
widely known for his career as an
athlete, but has been creating a new
name for himself in the restaurant
FOOD
NO COUNTRY FOR OLD WAFFLES
Samantha Highsmitl
Staff Writer
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photo via IFCFilms
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world after opening the first Nate’s
in Rainier Beach one year ago.
McGill is a seasoned restaurant
owner, cook—Happy Grillmore—-
and has had great success in the
kitchen at Nate’s Wings and,Waffles.
The menu and atmosphere at Nate’s
is a reflection of the creativity
and ingenuity of this somewhat
unlikely trio.
The bar area of Nate’s new Capitol
Hill location is furnished with an
overhead disk jockey booth, which
hosts various musicians on Friday
and Saturdaynights. In the backarea
of the restaurant there is additional
seating embellished by the graffiti-
inspired artwork of local artist
Mario James. The mesmerizing
full-wall mural depicts all the major
Seattle landmarks —nearly every
Emerald City icon is incorporated—-
from Century Link Stadium, to the
Monorail, to the Space Needle.
Its well-developed environment
aside, the wings and waffles are the
major draw of the restaurant.
The menu, which is mostly
comprised of organic ingredients,
is divided into three simple
sections: chicken, sandwiches/
sliders and waffles. It seemed silly
to only partake in one of the menu’s
offerings, so my counterpart and I
decided to split our meals fifty-fifty.
He ordered Nate’s Special and at
the recommendation of the staff, I
ordered the Chicken Waffle Sliders.
The sliders consist of chicken
strips, topped with a choice of
sauces and mixed greens, placed
between two waffles to create a
convenient, quaint and textured
sandwich that had me favoring
bites over breathing. The sauce—-
in my case, the maple aioli—was
the unique and defining factor that
sets Nate’s Waffle Sliders apart from
other similar dishes at other Seattle
restaurants. For those who are less
inclined to try the maple aioli, there
are other sauce options as well such
ashoney sweet chili (another staff
favorite), classic buffalo and ranch,
The sliders are served with a
side and while there are healthier
options available, I opted for the
mac & cheese. The dish was creamy,
the sauce more comparable to a
white pasta than a rich cheese,
but satisfying nonetheless and
surprisingly complementary to
the sliders.
Nate’s Special; a two cheese
grilled cheese sandwich, stuffed
with chicken strips, onion rings
and BBQ sauce is exactly as greasy
and magnificent as it sounds. There
is no elegant way to describe this
sandwich, nor is there a graceful way
to eat it. That said, if you’re willing
to embrace the mess Nate’s Special
is well worth every napkin you’ll be
using to clean up after yourself.
While the food is the most
prominent draw of Nates, the staff
is so friendly that I found myself
wanting to return just to interact
with them more. Every employee is
helpful, hospitable and downright
neighborly. Being at Nate’s is
comfortable, and the staff heightens
the at-home, backyard feel.
If you’re looking for a heart-
healthy meal, avoid Nate’s Wings
and Waffles altogether. But if you’re
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(Fromfront to back) Nate’s Special with
Sweet Potato Fries, Chicken Strips with
Maple Aioli Sauce and Chicken Waffle
Sliders with Mac & Cheese.
looking to indulge in the glory of
southerncookin’, atNate’sWings and
Waffles, you won’t be disappointed.
When paired alongside a cocktail,
beer, or soda, it seems as though
most items on the Nate’s menu are
an affordable, unique and downright
tasty option for the starving college
student, coming out to about $15.
Without a drink, you can look to
spend between $10 to $12.
Nate’s Wings and Waffles islocated
at 1224 E Jefferson St, directly
across the street from Seattle U’s
Championship Field. Nate’s is open
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Sunday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, open late
Thursday through Saturday and
closed Mondays.
Samanthacan be reached at
shighsmith@su-spectator.com
I LOVE POKE: HAWAIIAN FOOD COMES TO SEATTLE
Nick Turner
Staff Writer
Seafood has a long, glorious
relationship with the Pacific
Northwest and with Seattle in
particular—try a clam chowder
bowl at Pike’s Place and you’ll
know what I mean—and a new
take on an old Seattleite favorite
will be hitting thecity this October.
I Love Poke, a Hawaiian food
event centered on good food,
good drink and good company
will be held at the Stonehouse Cafe
on Oct. 6 from 6 to 9 p.m. Event
creator Nino “Neens” Camilo has
teamed up with Chef Sam Choy,
known as the “Godfather of Poke,”
and Max Heigh, Choy’s business
partner, of Poke to da Max Food
Trucks, to bring professional chefs
from all over the west coast to see
which one makes the best poke.
Their creations will be judged by
Chef Choy and the winner will be
announced at the end of the night.
For those who are new or
unfamiliar with island cuisine,
poke is Hawaii’s most famous raw
fish dish. It is typically made with
cubed ahi tuna, fresh ingredients
like raw onions, Hawaiian sea
salt, soy sauce and an assortment
of different oils. Chef Choy
popularized the dish more than
30 years ago when he brought it
overseas to the mainland.
“He’s known for taking that little
Hawaiian fish dish and exposing
it through television, and recipe
books that have been distributed
nationwide,” said Camilo, founder
of Ono Yum, the company
organizing the event. “I created
the event because I saw such a large
craving for poke in everybody that I
came across that lived on the mainland
[and], was aware of Hawaiian food.
Because of our friends in Seattle we
decided to bring it out there next as
our third city. There’s always been a
strong islander presence in Seattle.
People are open to many different
types of cuisine.”
The first I Love Poke event was held
six years ago in San Diego. Since then,
Camilo and Ono Yum put the event
on annually. Every year attendance
has been impressive.
In previous years, I Love Poke
events have welcomed hundreds of
people to enjoy the mouth-watering
creations of their master poke makers.
This year, the event will be held at an
intimate venue: The Stonehouse Cafe
on Rainier Avenue.
“I always like to be near the water,”
Camilo said. “Ourvenues in Southern
California are right across from the
ocean, or on the ocean, and itfelt right
when I went [to the Stonehouse]. It’s a
beautiful venue.”
Most of the chefs who will attend
and compete in the event this year are
from Seattle, Portland, San Diego
and San Francisco. On the roster:
Dave Decker from 13 Coins Seattle,
—who has won Sam Choy’s Poke
contest in Hawaii —Jason Velasquez
from the Stone Lounge in Bellevue,
Steven Ariel fromTrace Seattle, Jeriel
Calamayan from Kraken Congee,
Geo Quivuyen from Food and Shit,
as well as several others. In total,
about 10 chefs will compete for ‘best
poke’ bragging rights by displaying
their delicious and fresh ingredients
in the most creative way they
can imagine.
“I Love Poke is not just about the
food,” Camilo said. “The food is
our focus so it’s a given that there’s
going to be good food there. What
I think people enjoy the most, and
what creates the best moment is that
this is just a big backyard barbecue,
Hawaiian style.”
The purchase of a ticket will
provide one person with entrance to
SEPTEMBER 30, 2015
“I LOVE POKE, A HAWAIIAN FOOD EVENT CENTERED
ON GOOD FOOD, GOOD DRINK AND GOOD COMPANY
WILL BE HELD AT THE STONEHOUSE CAFE ON
OCTOBER 6 FROM 6 TO 9 PM."
the event, and a chance to taste each
of the competitor’s creations and other
food items to provide a well-rounded
Hawaiian food experience. As this is
the first time the event will be held
in the Pacific Northwest, admission
will be limited to 125 tickets. Each
ticket is $85.
Nick may be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC’S CORNER: SLEEPING WITH OTHER PEOPLE
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
We’ve seen the story before; a
man and woman attempt to be
friends despite an obvious romantic
connection—in the hopes that they
can be just that—while the viewer
hopes for this connection to be
realized? This premise has been films
such as “When HarryMet Sally” and
“What If?’ while also taking a spin
towards the sexier side in movies like
“No Strings Attached” and “Friends
With Benefits.” It’s a story that keeps
progressively connecting with our
evolving ideas of what a relationship
is and shouldbe. “Sleeping with Other
People,” the sophomoric effort from
Leslye Headland—“Bachelorette”—
attempts to add a more dramatic
element to a story that normally falls
on the comedic side. Though its end
result isultimately afilm that struggles
to find its identity until partway
through, it is saved by wonderfully
charming performances from Jason
Sudeikis and Alison Brie.
Sex addiction is difficult to portray
on film without it appealing more to
the sexiness rather than the addiction
itself. “Sleeping With Other People”
starts off simple as Lainey (Brie) and
Jake (Sudeikis) meetin a college dorm,
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lose their virginity together and then
don’t see each other again. Ten years
pass and they both find themselves
never able tocommit totheir partners,
always complicating relationships by
cheating. They meet each other again
at Sex Addicts Anonymous and strike
up a friendship with the agreement
to never have sex or date...but we all
know how that goes.
Within the first 15 minutes it is clear
that the movie does not quite know
how it wants to balance its comedy
and drama. Though it is packaged as a
comedy with the likes ofSudeikis and
Brie starring, it actually tends to rely
more on drama which, once realized,
allows for a better appreciation
without anticipating the expected
humor fromits stars.
What really makes the film is the
endearing chemistry between Brie
and Sudeikis. From the start they
quickly exchange inside jokes, make
hilariously dirty comments and
eventually reveal a lovable friendship
that unfolds on screen with the
help of their strong performances.
Sudeikis, who plays the womanizing
Jake, knows how to get exactly what
he wants when it comes to women.
He can schmooze his way into a
woman’s bed without even trying. He
ischarming, funny, wholly flawed and
delivers exceptionally well when it
comes to the more dramatic material.
Even with Sudeikis’ charismatic
performance Brie steals the show
with, to quote “Crazy, Stupid, Love,”
a performance that is the “perfect
combination of cute and sexy.”
Lainey is as faulty as Jake, but she
glows onscreen, and Brie delivers
a performance that transcends
traditional movie tropes, i.e. a sex
symbol. Brie, who has mainly stuck to
televisionand supportingroles infilms
shows a truetalent ina headlining role
that will surely not be her last as she
skillfully handles a significantly more
dramatic role than Sudeikis does.
“Sleeping with Other People” is
hardly the most original film of the
yearbut thanks towonderfullyrealized
performances from Brie and Sudeikis,
we can mostly forgive the rest of the
shortcomings the film throws our
way through its messy story. Whether
you’re in a relationship, in a similar
position to those in the film, or just
completely devoid of love, “Sleeping
with Other People” is your fix for
a decent mixture of romance and
comedy; just don’t go in expecting too
much of the latter.
Scott can be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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SPORTS
MENS SOCCER NETS BIG WIN
Chaucer Larson
Staff Writer
“Everyone wants to beat the Huskies,”
said head mens soccer coach Pete
Fewing, and that is exactly what his
men accomplished as they outlasted
the No. 10 University of Washington
Thursday night at Championship
Field. The 2-1 victory, played in
front of a record crowd of over 1,700
people, was also the first time that the
Redhawks beat at the Division I level.
Seattle University, once again
employing a midfield diamond,
enjoyed success early on as Cameron
Rohani, Jeff Rose, Alex Roldan and
Sergio Rivas dictated the tempo
in the middle of the park. Rivas, a
true freshman, impressed yet again
playing just behind Seattle Us two
strikers and caused problems for the
Huskies backline with his intelligent
movement and quickplay on the ball.
It took until the 28th minute for
the Redhawks to break through UW’s
defense, when Rose switched play
to Roldan with a lovely driven pass.
Roldan then played into the feet of
forward David Olsen, who’s expertly
timed back heel was cushioned into
the path of Rivas. Rivas made a burst
directly at UW’s center backs before
slipping the ball back to Olsen, who
tucked away his finish exquisitely at
the near post.
The massive crowd was quelled
shortly afterward; however, as' Nick
Prasad brought down Washington
fullback Justin Fiddes just inside the
penalty area. Just minutes after the
Redhawks took the lead, Josh Heard
struck his penalty kick in the bottom
right corner to level the match.
Entering the halftime break after
outplaying the Huskies yet sitting
level with them on the scoreboard,
Fewing was confident that his team’s
play would outshine their opponent in
the end.
“It’s a long season and you’re going
to have to play under pressure,”
Fewing said.
And the pressure was soon lifted
when Hamza Haddadi’s early second
half goal propelled the Redhawks
in front and proved to be the game
winner. Haddadi, whose goal was
his 7th on the year, equaling his tally
for last term, truly felt that the entire
squad came together to get the result.
“It’s a big win for us, I thought it
was a whole team effort,” the forward
noted. “We thought we were the better
team on the field today and I think it
showed.”
After losing Roldan to injury mid
way through the second half, the pace
of the game was still played to Seattle
U’s favor. Crosseskept coming into the
box and Olsen and Haddadiproved to
be a handful. The Redhawks outshot
the Huskies 23-7.
Fewing will now hope that this
victory can give his players belief that
they stand among the nation’s elite.
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Studentsfrom the stands rushing thefield to congratulate the players on their win against UW.
“That’s not an easy team to play
against [in UW], and if you can be
successful against them, you can be
successful against most teams in the
country,” Fewing said.
Seattle University Men’s soccer
continued their streak of great form
Sunday as they knocked off No. 13
Oregon State by a score of 2-1. Two
late goals, both coming in the last 1:36
of play from captain Kyle Bjornethun,
propelled the Redhawks to a 7-2
record heading into WAC conference
play this week. After dumping the
University of Washington to the
same score line just three days prior,
Seattle U has now risen to the No.
16 ranking in the first NCAA RPI
poll of the year. After being ranked
as high as No. 22 last season, this
year’s breakthrough into the top 25 is
a major accomplishment for a team
that has impressed the college soccer
realm across the whole country. The
Redhawks also come in at No. 15 in
the Top Drawer Soccer Top 25 and No.
16 in the College Soccer News Top 30.
After his two goals against OSU,
Bjornethun picked up not just WAC
honors, but nationwide recognition.
The defender was named both the
WAC offensive player of the week
on top of being awarded the title of
College Soccer News National Player
of the Week. Bjornethun now has
contributed three goals this season
from the back, after another game
winner came against Santa Clara
earlier in the campaign. And through
their first nine games, the Redhawks
have conceded just 5 goals while
scoring 18.
Seattle U next faces University of
Missouri Kansas City in their WAC
opener, at home on Oct. 2 at 7 p.m.





As the fall sports season begins,
Seattle University’s golf teams prepare
to dominate after a summer on the
course. With only the first set of
tournaments completed the season
has yet to display* the experience
encapsulated in both the men and
women’s teams.
Exiting last spring with six top-
3 finishes from the men and a
second place ranking in the WAC
championships by the women raises a
feeling of excitement amongst fans as
the team returns to furtherbetter their
standing in the league.
The women’s team is featuring six
returners from the 2014-2015 group
and have come back strong with
personal bests in the first tournaments
and good rankings. Understandably,
TIME OUT SESSIONS WITH NATHAN AUNE
Chaucer Larson
Staff Writer
Although they are just weeks into their season, the
Seattle University Men’s soccer team has forged
a side that looks to make a lasting impression not
only in Seattle, but throughout the whole country.
Senior goalkeeper Shane Haworth and junior cap-
tain Kyle Bjornethun have been vital in the Red-
hawks’ backline, but it has been Nathan Aune, the
true freshman who plays alongside Bjornethun in
central defense, who has grabbed the spotlight
Aune, who grew up in Arlington, Wash., lets
his play speak louder than his words. The center
back has a calm demeanor off the field, yet when
on the pitch, he commands the game. Strong
performances against Tim Schmoll, Harvard’s
6-foot-7 front man, and Eduvie Ikoba, Dartmouth’s
equally menacing striker earned Aune the honor
of being named the WAC Defensive Player of the
Week. The accomplishment is one that, according
to Aune, can be celebrated well since he plays so
close to home.
“Soccer is big part of my family,” Aune said.
“[Winning the award] as a freshman felt greatand
my family was very proud.”
GREENER FAIRWAYS ON THE HORIZON FOR SU GOLF TEAMS
20 Sports
Coach Marc Chandonnet is really
excited about the women’s program
this year.
“The culture just feels like it’s in
the right place,” he said. “People are
excited, working hard, starting to
mature and see success.”
Finishing in eighth and seventh at
the Cougar Cup last week, anticipation
is building. With the newest addition
to the team — freshman golfer Yen
Ting Wong — qualifying for the
top 5 in last week’s tournaments,
there is certainly a very promising
season to come.
The men’s team had a great summer
of tournaments following a fantastic
year last year, generating some
excitement of their own. However,
after besting Universityof Washington
and other league teams only weeks
prior, Seattle U men’s golf took a
lower ranking in the first round of
Of course not every freshmanis guaranteed a spot
on the team right away, let alone a starting position,
which is why Aune’s determination has led him to
such a fine start to the season.
“I came in with the mindset that I was going to
come in and play. But I didn’t expect everything to
be going as good as it has gone [so far],” Aune said.
He also said that his biggest challenge has simply
been coming into preseason and earning his starting
spot, which since thenhas allowed Aune to focus on
improving every week, something that comes with
playing underhead coach Pete Fewing.
“They [Men’s coaches Fewing and Nate Daligcon]
give you a lot more to think about. Things to work
on, and I think I’ve taken what they’ve said and
gotten better every week And they see more things
in me to come still,” Aune said.
Seattle U begins their WAC conference play
at home on Oct. 2 against Kansas City, where the
Redhawks’ number 4 will surely be a key component
to making another run into the NCAA tournament.
Chaucermay be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com
tournaments at the Husky Invite.
Un-phased, Chandonnet voiced, “It
has been an unbelievable experience
because it allows us to take a step back
and.allows me to do some coaching,
and to evaluate things a litdebit deeper
to make sure this doesn’t happen
again to us.”
A positive outlook and a team that
has already been tried and tested in
the past months signals remarkable
things to come. With personal bests
and ever-lowering scores, the men of
Seattle U golf have nowhere to go but
up in their standings this fall.
The season ahead features a
diverse set of venues, with early
October leading the women around
Washington and the men to golf-
courses in Mexico and southern
California. This week featured
tournaments in Pullman, Wash, and
Aurora, Ore.
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Come February the teams will be
back on the fairways of some of their
most highly anticipated tournaments
of the golf year.
When asked about both teams
Chandonnet responded, “everybody’s
matured, they’ve gotten another
year of competition and experiences
under their belt and you see that, it’s
noficeable.”
With the fall well under way, make
sure to keep an eye out for these
skilled Redhawks. The practice has
been put in; now it is time torepresent
Seattle University and embody thered
and black.
Chris may be reached at
csalsbury@su-spectator.com
CONNOLLY CENTER GETS A FACE LIFT
WillMcQuilkin
A&E Editor
En route to fulfilling a five-year gender
equitycommitment, SeattleUniversity
is working towards completing
renovations for the Connolly Center
Complex that began over the summer.
The Connolly Complex has been the
university’s main athletics building
since its construction in 1969, and
its renovation will mostly be focused
on the North Court, where both
women’s basketball and volleyball
games are held, and on a custom
pavilion entrance.
The renovations are the final
step in a five-year Commitment to
Equity plan, adopted in 2011, that
also included the redevelopment of
Logan Field in Seattle U Park across
the parking lot from Campion Hall.
The construction going on within
the Connolly Complex specifically
addresses Title IX requirements for
SEAHAWKS SHUTOUT BEARS, STILL FACE UPHILL CLIMB
AJ Schofield
Sports Editor
After starting the season 0-2, the
Seattle Seahawks responded by
shutting out the Chicago Bears 26-0
last Sunday afternoon.
After a forgettable first half, rookie
phenom Tyler Lockett ignited a 20
point second half for Seattle, taking
the second halfkickoff back 105 yards
for a touchdown, one of two on the
day for Seattle. Lockett will etch his
narpe in Seattle’s record books, now
holding the record for the longest
kickoff returned for a touchdown in
franchise history.
It was Lockett’s second touchdown
of the young season, after he took
a punt back 57 yards in the season
opener on theroad in St. Louis.
■ “We know we have a great weapon
in him,” said Seahawks head coach
Pete Carroll.
Later on in the quarter, Seahawks
quarterback Russell Wilson connected
with new tight end Jimmy Graham
intercollegiate athletics by enhancing
the experience of student athletes, as
well as that of fans.
“In complying with Title IX, there
are standards that [the University]
must follow, and ways in which
you compare the experience of the
various student athletes. So, as we
look at the gameday experience for
women’s basketball, we’re looking at
the quality, condition, and ambiance
of their environment,” said Eric
Guerra, the Associate Director of
Finance and Compliance at Seattle
U. “The Title IX standardshave really
driven everything that [the University]
has done.”
The Connolly complex renovations
specifically address locker rooms,
practice, and competitive facilities.
That is, the improvements being
made are designed to provide a more
equitable student athlete experience
along gender lines, by improving
access to locker rooms, and facilities
across the middle for a 30-yard score.
It was Graham’s second touchdown
catch of the season.
Graham —just one week removed
from a one catch game—shined in his
home debut, recording seven catches
for 83 yards and a touchdown. As
you may recall, Seattle traded its first
round pick and pro bowl center, Max
Unger, to New Orleans in exchange
for the pro bowl tight end.
Lockett and Graham were not the
only two new Seahawks to shine on
Sunday. Undrafted rookie running
backThomasRawls filled in admirably
for Marshawn Lynch, notching 104
yards on 16 carries.
“The way he ran today was exactly
the way we had seen him in college.
Very aggressive, very downhill,” said
Carroll. “A fantastic day for this kid.”
Lynch, nursing a calf injury, missed
most of the first quarter while being
attended to in the locker room and did
not return in the second half. Lynch
finished the day with only 14 yards on
five carries.
used primarily by women’s teams
at Seattle U.
The improvements include, but
are not limited to, seating and visual
enhancements to North Court, as
well as improved locker rooms, and
spectator amenities. Additionally,
the renovations will include a new,
custom entrance space.
“The [entrance] pavilion is custom,
you’re not going to find it anywhere
else,” said Guerra. “We will be able to
light it red, to give that end of campus
the energy and excitement that we’ve
begun to see more of with Logan
Field, the O’Brien Center, and what
Championship field has become.”
The improved, $8 million facility
should be open for use as early as
mid-December, however, construction
is projected to continue into
mid-January.
At the moment, teams are taking
steps to give space for the renovations.
Interior spaces are a priority, given
In addition to the Lockett kickoff
return, Seattle added a little trickery to
its special teams play. On a Chicago
punt, Lockett pretended to track the
ball to the far side of the field, only to
have Richard Sherman actually field
the punt on the opposite sideline.
Sherman stumbled fielding the kick,
but stormeddown the sideline for a 64
yard return, before eventually being
tackledby the Chicago punter.
Sunday also saw the return of
All Pro Safety Kam Chancellor.
Chancellor, who had been holding out
since training camp in the hopes of
renegotiating his contract, reported to
team facilities last week, and was the
starter for Sunday’s game.
“Emotionally, I felt like I was in
that ‘dark place’ again, didn’t change
much. I felt good out there with
my brothers,” Chancellor said after
the game.
His impact was certainly noticed.
Over the first two weeks, the defense
seemed to have communication
issues. Those issues faded Sunday
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that the university is looking to
return the teams that use the facility
“back home.” The women’s basketball
team will be on a bit of a road show,
playing home games at Key Arena,
Bellevue College and the ShoWare
Center. Meanwhile, the volleyball
team will spend the 2015 season
at Seattle Academy. It may be a
hassle, but student athletes are
maintaining a positive attitude
throughout the process.
“It’s an inconvenience at present,
if only because we have to change on
the pool deck,” said Michael Cox, a
junior on the Seattle U swim team.
“But that’s a small price to pay for
the improvements they’re making to
the facilities.”
Will maybe reached at wmcquilkin@
su-spectator.com
with Chancellor back on the field.
While there were plenty of bright
spots, Seattle still has much to improve
upon. Russell Wilson was sacked four
times, bringing the season total to
12—the second most in the NFL.
Despite the lack of pass protection,
the Seahawks managed to put up
371 yards of total offense and Wilson
finished the day20 of 30 for 235 yards
and one touchdown.
“The key is finishing strong. Thekey
is finding a way to win the game and
that’s what we were able to do tonight,”
Wilson said.
Seattle (1-2) will play host to the
Detroit Lions (0-3) on Monday Night
Football this coming week.




Whether you’re walking, running, rolling or hovering, traversingcampus has
never seen so much variety. Although Seattle University is just about fifty acres
in size, when walking around my thoughts always drift to efficiency of travel.
So many factors are involved whenchoosing modes oftransport. How fast can
I get there? What route am I taking? How sweaty will I be when I arrive? Am I
even up for walking to class? Then again, the social implications ofa certain type
of transportoften outweigh their practicality.
When it comes to Heelys; yes, they were the greatest innovation of the early
2000s — followed only by YouTube, Apples iPodand the Prius—but can you ride
them through college without ridicule? If the answer is yes consider me a turncoat.
Using bicycles to navigate our small campus seems likeoverkill, but when one
compares it to the electric “commuter-vehicles” that are gaining popularity, a
bicycle seems more acceptable. Don’t getme wrong—these gadgets are cool with
theirauto-stabilization and speeds of up to 20 mph; truly a feat of engineering
for $800 (give or take $300).
I justknow that seeing someone riding one through a grocerystore or crossing
Seattle Upromptly reminds me ofDisney- Pixar’s “Wall-E” with the eliminationof
walking and the deterioration of humanity.
Personally, I choose to utilize the geography of Seattle U to my advantage.
The upper-mall is conducive to long-boarding, as the journeynorthward has a
slight downhill grade. The hills as well as flat-ish straightaways of campus are for
prime unicycling, with the quad being an exceptional arena. Andifyou are versed
in parkour, you will certainly recognize nearly all ofcampus as yourplayground.
Regardless of your ability level or expendable income, people still manage
to make it to class by some means, often on time. To that I say; keep calm and
transport on Seattle U.
—Chris Salsbury, Copy Chief
The Spectator editorial board consists ofMelissa Lin, Alexa McConville, Chris Salsbury, Jason Bono, JennaRamsey, Will McQuilkin, AJ Schofield, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Courtney Decker. Signedcommentaries reflect
theopinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those o/The Spectator. Theviews expressedin these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
OPINION
PASSING THE TORCH
My first day back on campus I was stopped dead in my tracks by a massive
white tent spread from end to end of the championship field. Afterbeing here for
three years I’ve gotten used to seeing changes. And yet, as I arrived onto campus
this fall I turned and faced a massive statue that, to the best of my knowledge,
wasn’t there three months ago. Walking through the now all too familiarmalls of
this school I saw signs describing pricing hikes, new buildings, cutbudgets, and
financial difficulties. And I wish this was something newthis year, but newsflash
to the younger students here, this is a trendwith a long legacy. Now all that said,
I’m not against the University spending its money to help further enrich our
experience here. And as someone who has spent far too many late nights on excel,
I completely understand the needs of a large institution like Seattle U to budget
balance, especially in the current political and economic climate. My issue, what
hits me the hardest, what has been burning in my chest these past three years, is:
where was I when these decisions were being made?
I could use the age-old argument of“my money, my school”, but it’s so much
deeper than that. As a Jesuit institution there is an obligation, on both sides, to
work towards the best interest of students and the betterment of the fantastic
learning environment that really does exist on this campus despite the issues.
Moreover, there is a fleeting feeling when I think of the causes students have
fought so hard for these past years. Being a senior is a bittersweet feeling. You
want to go out into the world so badly, but you don’t want to leaveall this behind,
especially when you feel as if things are left unfinished.We can’t let that happen,
I love this school too much to simply sit idly by while the money is untraceable,
divestment is uncertain, and critical budgets are cut. And it’s that passion that
drives us, as students, as redhawks, as people, to make sure that we’re trulymaking
a just and humane campus for leaderswho come after us.












Want to see your photos in
the paper? Send them to
photo@su-spectator.com
Q® Is it too late to submit my application to be a tutor?
A Dang,
I hope you’ve contactedTutoring Services at Learning As-
• sistance Programs by now ifyou haven’t, because this isn’t really
• my field of expertise. If it’s too late for fall term you could look
into being one for winter?
Welcome back!
Emily
Visit www.seattlespectator.com/category/opinion/ to submit a question.
THE GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR
* Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
by Emily August
Ql’ve been dating my boyfriend for a year now and I love him a* lot but sometimeshe can be kind of intense. He doesn’t like it* when I go out drinking with myfriends and sometimes he tells
me what to do. I’ve tried talking to him about it but he always has
reasons for his ways. Advice on how to approach him on this?
A Maybe something
like “I don’t like it when you control and
• disrespect me, and I want to break up”? Not to impose, but if
• you’ve already tried talking to him and his behavior hasn’t
changed, then he’s not going to. I’m here to validate you and
confirm that you should be able to see your friends as often as you’d
like, and being prevented to do so by a significant other is not only
abnormal, but a really bad and concerning sign. He will likely claim
that he will change his behavior, but it’s my prediction that whatever
is causing these insecurities is pretty intrinsic to how he operates. It’s
also my prediction that ifyou break up with him, hindsight will allow
to you recognize more behavior that was controlling and unfair to you,
and it’s justbeen hard to identify it because you’ve been immersedin
this relationship. Good luck, bb! Write me back with an update.















THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2015 I 6:00PM RECEPTION, 7:00PM DINNER
Si
Washington Policy Center’s Annual Dinner is one of the largest policy gala events in the country. WPC’s Young Professionals (YP) Annual
Dinner will takeplace on the same night as the gala Annual Dinner where over 300 Young leaders will view the event via a live stream.
Gov. Haley will make a special guest appearance andgive an off-the-record Q&A session exclusively in the YP ballroom. The event will
feature a three-course dinner, beverages, a photo booth and networking galore!
FREE Admission f
£YPww($60 VALUE)










Sexual slavery, forced marriage, rape as a weapon of
war, everyday fear and neglect: there has never been
a more important time to address the global pandemic
of sexual violence. Doctors Without Borders/
Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) field workers treat
sexual violence survivors every day, but those who
come forward for care are just the tip of the iceberg.
The cycle of violence, shame, and fear continues.
Join a panel of MSF experts for a discussion of
lessons learned from the response to sexual violence
and what more needs to be done.
TOWN-HALL MetJFom sans fuonitrm 5
DOCTORS WITHOUT BORDERS
thsea.org/MSF-panel
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